
Learn more about keeping your operations going  
by downloading Forrester’s report: 

‘Essential Technology Solutions for Pandemic Management.’

The majority of employees in global countries* believe 
this may have a long-lasting impact on how employers 

view remote-work policies.

72%
of companies globally 
promoted remote working

46%
encouraged it

26%
required it

71%
of home workers felt they 
had adequate technology

Be prepared for cycles  
of operational shutdown

New waves of disruption could 
impact your supply chain. You 
need to cope with shortages, new 
regulations, partner insolvency, loss 
of infrastructure, strike action, civil 
unrest, lawsuits, and more.

•  Risk and crisis 
management technologies

Engage with customers seamlessly 
across digital channels

Customer behaviour has changed, so 
digital might now be your main experience 
and competitive differentiator. Previous 
nice-to-haves – such as fast delivery and 
screen-sharing – may now be essential.

•  Customer experience technologies

Implement comprehensive  
health and safety measures

You may have to make major changes – 
such as physical workspace redesign for 
social distancing, personal protective 
equipment, track-and-trace, screening 
for fever – that will require 
automated systems.

•  Health and safety technologies

Improve the employee 
experience – whatever  
that means

Home working will become more 
common in future. How do you 
maximize productivity while ensuring 
your workforce stays engaged? 
New management practices and 
capabilities will be essential.

•  Employee experience  
and HCM technologies

Security, privacy and  
automation will be essential

You must evaluate every solution 
and process, and embed these 
wherever possible.

Success is your only option  
– you now have to do this

Forrester says these capabilities 
are necessary regardless of your 
economic position.

Productivity and Collaboration:

•  The tech tools that employees have at the  
office will be mirrored in the home office setting

Security:

•  Companies need to invest more in security  
to protect their dispersed workforce

Support:

•  IT administrators will need to provide all kinds 
of services, from basic PC support to DaaS

But getting back to work 
brings new challenges…

For up to two years…

Keeping everything going 
over the long run…
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Too good to be true…
Remember when everyone working remotely seemed 

like an impossible dream?

But technology kept us going…

The employee experience will change completely. People are 
the biggest asset for every business. Employers will therefore 
want to keep everyone enabled with the right technology:

Keep your 
operations going, 
whatever happens…
How Lenovo can help your business 
successfully manage through disruption.

Intel® vPro® platform
The best devices in the world 
run Windows 10 Pro.

* Those surveyed were located in the US, Italy, Germany, China and Japan. All statistics from Lenovo research, March 2020.
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